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In many ways, content is the foundation
of success online. Google loves unique
content, and online users do to.
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Content creation is ranked as
the single most effective SEO
tactic by 53%. 5

53%

14.6%

On average, organic search
leads have a 14.6% close rate,
compared to 1.7% for
outbound marketing leads. 6

CLOSE RATE

Your Business

5.0
(45) Eye Care Professional
3.0 mi. 1234 Street Avenue #300 (555) 555-5555
Open until 8:00 PM

Another Business

3.5
(25) Eye Care Professional
5.7 mi. 555 Smith Blvd (555) 555-5555
Open until 5:50 PM

SOCIAL MEDIA
& SEO
Many people overlook social media networks
when they plan their content strategy.
However, posting regularly on the major
social media platforms, including Facebook,
Google+ and Twitter, has a positive impact on
search engine optimization. Plus...
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People spend more than 50% of their time online
with content and an additional 30% of their time on
the social channels where content can be shared. 7

Clicks from
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content are
more likely to result
in a purchase.9

of users prefer
to connect with
businesses on Facebook.8

80%

97%

BLOGS
Businesses with blogs receive 97% more leads than those without.
Adding a blog to your practice website is a simple and effective way to
improve your online ranking, and also establish yourself as a
trustworthy resource for your patients online.

Each Month,
people read blogs.10

Companies that blog 15+
times per month get 5
times more traffic than
companies that do not
blog.11

Blogs give sites 434%
more indexed pages and
97% more indexed links.12

5X

If you have any questions about how to develop a robust
content strategy that adds authority to your practice’s
website and enhances your online visibility, schedule a free,
one-on-one consultation with an iMatrix website specialist.
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